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Abstract
Cloud computing has become a new paradigm by enabling on-demand provisioning of
applications, platforms or computing resources for clients. Workflow scheduling has always
been treated as one of the most challenging problems in clouds. Commercial clouds have been
widely used in scientific research, such as biology, astronomy and weather forecasting.
Certainly, it is very important for a cloud service provider to pursue the profits for the
commercial essence of clouds. This is also significantly important for the case of providing
services to workflow tasks. In this paper, we address the issues of workflow scheduling in
commercial clouds. This work takes the communication into account, which has always been
ignored. And then, a topology-based workflow-scheduling algorithm named Resource
Auction Algorithm (REAL) is proposed in the objective of getting more profits. The algorithm
gives a good performance on searching for the optimum schedule for a sample workflow. Also,
we find that there exists a certain resource amount, which gets the most profits to help us get
more enthusiasm for further developing the research. Experimental results demonstrate that
the analysis of the strategies for most profits is reasonable, and REAL gives a good
performance on efficiently getting an optimized scheme with low computing complexity.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing is an attractive solution to enable on-demand provision of computing
resources, which meets the challenges of growing demands on computing, big data storage
and so on [1]. Clients can enjoy the cloud computing service bya service level agreement,
which defines their required Quality of Service (QoS) [2]. At present, specialization and
modularity have become an important way to reduce costs for enterprises. Cloud optimizes the
utilization of computing resource and decreases the risk of building a private computing center
for client users. More and more enterprises do their tasks or reseraches on clouds to minimize
the execution costs. Although, cloud operators can build large computing centers with
thousands of computers and servers to satisfy the users' need for computing. However, to meet
the challenges of the the explosive growth of data in macro level and fluctuative demand for
services, it is less efficient and high load solution of employing more computers and servers.
Optimizing the serviceprovision in service level is still one of the most efficient methods to
optimize the service performance in clouds.
To research on the scheduling in cloud computing, the difference among some similar
concepts should be studied first. Grid computing is also an important concept in the area of
distributed computing. As workflow scheduling in grids has been well researched, so it is
necessary to figure out what is special for the scheduling problem in cloud computing
comparing with grid computing. The distinction of cloud computing is its service mode.
Almost all current commercial clouds employ the “pay-as-you-go” pricing model that charges
users based on the number of the time intervals and the amount of resource utility. The main
objective of the commercial clouds is getting more profits. So, the profits can be treated as the
basic motivation of clouds, especially for commercial clouds.
One type of the most important applications for cloud computing is the scientific research.
Modern collaborative scientific researches usually involve a lot of works, such as structural
biology, high-energy physics and astronomy, and there exist data interactions between
correlative work steps. Usually we use workflows to present the correlations. The workflow
will usually be described as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), in which a node denotes a task
and a directed edge denotes the data or control dependency between tasks. Workflow
scheduling in clouds is always treated as a challenge. To the wide of our knowledge, there still
lack of solutions for providing services to workflow applications. It is mainly because of the
precedent constraints between tasks. And the pricing model of charging the clients by the
number of time intervals and resource amount they have used, which most used in commercial
clouds, also contributes to the complication. In this paper, we normally address the issues of
workflow scheduling in commercial clouds in view of cloud service providers. Generally
speaking, the paper concerns the scheduling problem of workflow in commercial clouds and a
topology-based workflow-scheduling algorithm is proposed, which acts as a novel approach
for the problem and present good performance in our experimental evaluation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the related
work and points out the shortness of them for the issues of workflow scheduling. Section 3
formally models the workflow-scheduling problem in clouds. Section 4 analyzes the search
process for optimal schedule based on a simple instance and gives the rules for fast searching
for the optimum schedule. Following these work, Section 5 proposes a topology-based
workflow scheduling algorithm to address the issues. The performance evaluation
experiments are conducted and experimental results are given in Section 6. Finally, Section 7
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concludes the work and main contributions of this paper and presents the future works we will
do.

2. Related Work
Many heuristic methods have been proposed for service scheduling in homogeneous and
heterogeneous distributed systems. Topcuoglu in [3] presents two novels scheduling
algorithms for a bounded number of heterogeneous processors with the objective to
simultaneously meet high performance and fast scheduling time, which have been called the
Heterogeneous Earliest-Finish-Time (HEFT) algorithm and the Critical-Path-on-a-Processor
(CPOP) algorithm. Bajaj et al. introduced a task duplication-based scheduling algorithm for
network of heterogeneous systems (TANH), with complexity of
, which provides
optimal results for applications represented by directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). They also
provided a simple set of conditions on task computation and network communication time that
could be satisfied [4]. Rahman et al. proposed a dynamic critical path (DCP) based workflow
scheduling algorithm that determines efficient mapping of tasks by calculating the critical path
in the workflow task graph at every step [5]. Gu constructed analytical cost models and
formulate the workflow mapping as optimization problems [6]. Further he developed a
workflow mapping algorithm based on a recursive critical path optimization procedure to
minimize the latency and conducted a rigorous workflow stability analysis. Besides he
developed a layer-oriented dynamic programming solution based on topological sorting to
identify and minimize the global bottleneck time. Abrishami et.al proposes a new QoS-based
workflow-scheduling algorithm named partial critical paths (PCP), which makes efforts on
minimizing the cost of workflow execution while meeting deadline constraints [2]. In addition,
Lin et al. in [7] use queuing game model to scheduling problem in service level of cloud.
Hassan et al. in [8] presents a VM resource allocation model that dynamically and optimally
utilizes VM resources to satisfy QoS requirements of media-rich cloud services or applications.
Mateo et al. in [9] point out that the key issue in providing fast and reliable access on cloud
services is the effective management of resources and he proposes an adaptive resource
management for cloud systems which supports the integration of intelligent methods to
promote QoS.
For workflow scheduling in clouds, Xu introduced a multiple QoS constrained scheduling
strategy of multi-workflows (MQMW) to meet the challenges of Cloud service characters [10].
Based on previous work in [2], Abrishami extended the PCP algorithm and proposed two
workflow scheduling algorithms, which called Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Cloud Partial
Paths (IC-PCP), and laaS Cloud Partial Critical Paths with Deadline Distribution (IC-PCPD2)
[11]. On the analysis of clouds, Kllapi et al. considered that the optimization criterion is at
least two-dimensional and presented an optimization framework, and then they incorporated
the devise framework into a prototype system [12]. Pandey et.al presented a particle swarm
optimization (PSO) based heuristic to schedule workflows account of the computation cost
and data transmission cost [13]. Wu et al. proposed a market-oriented hierarchical scheduling
strategy in Cloud workflow systems and described the Cloud workflow scheduling with four
layers, i.e. application layer, platform layer, unified resource layer and fabric layer [14]. Yu
and Buyya proposed a budget constraint based scheduling [15]. The algorithm minimizes
execution time while meeting a specified budget for delivering results. And then they
proposed a new type of genetic algorithm to solve the optimization problem. Maciej Malawski
et al. concern the efficient management of large-scale scientific workflow applications with
the constraints of budget and deadline in IaaS clouds. They develop, and assess novel
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algorithms based on static and dynamic strategies for both task scheduling and resource
provisioning and demonstrate that an admission procedure based on workflow structure and
estimates of task runtimes can significantly improve the quality of solutions[16]. Linfang
Zeng et al. address the issues of combining between the task scheduling and data management
in [17] and introduce an adaptive data-aware scheduling (ADAS) strategy for workflow
applications. Hassan M.M. takes multimedia cloud as one important paradigm of cloud
computing and makes lots of efforts on optimization of the cloud resources allocation
dynamically with regards of the QoS, energy consumption and budget [18]. And Biao Song et
al. in [19] follow the work of [18] to address the challenges by using a queuing based approach
for task management and a heuristic algorithm for resource management. Bittencourt L F et al.
follow the work in [20] and concern the scheduling problem of workflows in hybrid clouds, in
which tasks can be allocated either on a private cloud or on a public cloud, and emphasize the
communication capacity with a prominent importance [21].
In these work, although Pandey in [13] takes communication into account, the computing
complexity of the proposed algorithm is too high to meet the challenges of big size workflows.
With the efforts of [13] and [21], the importance of communications has been well studied,
which presents prominent influence on the performance of clouds. Although the topologic
characteristics can make help on optimize the scheduling in clouds [16], the proposed methods
do not make full use of these parameters.

3. Problem Formulation
In this paper, we formulate the workflow-scheduling problem in clouds with four basic aspects:
workflow model, service model, cost model and objective model.
3.1 Workflow Model
2
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Fig. 1. DAG of a sample workflow

Normally, a workflow is a set of tasks, denoted as
, which will be
submitted to the clouds for execution. A set
represents a precedent
constraint that used to indicate the dependent relationships between tasks. A workflow can be
modeled with a DAG as
, where
,
,
. The DAG of a
sample workflow can be described as in Fig. 1. The edge denotes the data dependence between
and [22]. This paper normally addresses the issues of single workflow scheduling
problem. For multi-workflows, it can be translated to single workflow scheduling problem by
adding a virtual entry node and a virtual exit node with execution time as 0. In brief, it can well
solve the workflow scheduling problem by proposing an algorithm executed on single
workflow.
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In G, the definition of
or
describes that the execution of
depends on the completion of . For this case, is called the parent task of and is the
child task of oppositely. Each
has the properties of execution time , start time
and finish time
. The relation among these properties can be described as
.
And for a task, two states are used to describe its status during the scheduling: not ready and
ready for scheduling. A task would be ready on condition of all its parent tasks are scheduled.
Each
will takea transmission time, denoted as
. So for
, there is
.
3.2 Service Model
The most important component in clouds is the computational resource, denoted by a set of
. There are mainly three kinds of resources, which are the computing
resources, denoted by a set of
, and storage resources, denoted by a set of
, the network resources, denoted by a set of
. The
NRs act with growing importance in clouds for the larger cluster of computational resources
[23], which have always been ignored in former researches. CR and SR are usually combined
together as a virtual machine (VM). And in our research, clouds assign VM, which contains
heterogeneous CRs and SRs, to the tasks.
Task
workflow

Application
layer

Flow Direction

Service layer
CS

NS
SS

Resource
layer
CR

SR

NR

Fig. 2. Cloud services for workflows

Clouds mainly provide two kinds of services: resource services (Infrastructure as a service,
IaaS) and application services (Platform as a service/Software as a service, PaaS/SaaS).
Resource services provide resource as a service to remote clients. Application service allows
remote clients to use their specialized applications, unlike resource services, which are capable
of providing estimated service times based on the metadata of users' service requests. The
work in this paper mainly concerns the issues of resource service provision, which is wide
employed around the world, for instance the Amazon EC2. Normally, clouds provide services
to users through offering accesses of resources and their combination. A service
is the
mapping relationship between and . Computing service (CS) provide applications to meet
the needs for computing. Storage service (
) offers space in the cyberspace, which is
brought forward to describe the space consists of computers, data, networks and so on.
Computing service will always go with temporary storage and clouds also provide the storage
service, which cannot be considered separately with the network services (NS). Network
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services ensure the communications between users and the data transmissions between tasks
by constructing the links. The service is an access to the corresponding resource. After have
paid for the service, you get the right to use the corresponding resources. Service is the key
characteristic in clouds. The service providing process can be described as in Fig. 2.
Considering the importance of execution time in workflow scheduling, a developed DAG is
used to describe the mapping relationships of tasks and the resources as in Fig. 3. The model is
a combination of the Gantt chart and the DAG, which gives a more detailed description on the
workflow tasks. A time axis is used to describe the arrival time and axis to part the
different resources. In the developed DAG model, we can clearly get the knowledge of the
service , which denotes the assignment of resource and . It also presents the data
transition time between parent-child tasks in the same resource and the communication time
for the tasks with data dependence on different resources. Time is an important element for
scheduling in clouds, which is not shown in traditional DAG, while in the developed DAG, it
is highlighted and directed perceived.

Fig. 3. Developed DAG model

The developed DAG model can describe the workflow scheduling process clearly. The
major work of the scheduler is to serve the tasks with suitable resources. The match between
and is done will present a performance. If a match, who can also be called a schedule, gives
better performance under the chosen objective, the schedule will be considered as being better.
3.3 Cost Model
Most commercial clouds, for example the Amazon Elastic Computing Cloud, charge by the
service time based on users' choice of the instance modes [24]. A set
of
service cost maps to the workflow
. Each ,
is the execution cost
of corresponding . A service cost mainly consists of three parts as execution cost, storage
cost and network cost. The execution cost of CPU, denoted as
, is
generated for the use of computing resource in clouds or in the data center. And the storage
cost
is associated with the data storage. The StC differs with
different data size, security level and time length. In commercial clouds, the expense is
directly related with EC and StC. A set
of network cost arises with the
communications between resources, which generated during the use of NR. For
, if and are executed on the same resource, there will be no NC. can easily get
the data produced by . As the transmission time of data flowing from to is so small that
it can be nearly ignored. Furthermore, the communications between tasks executed on
different resources contribute to SC. SC is mainly consisted by these three factors. So SC can
be described as:
(1)
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In equation (1), the EC and StC are fixed for a certain workflow. So, the most efficient
method of optimizing the scheduling is to reduce the NC.
3.4 Objective
For the inherent essenceof clouds, profitsaretreated as the main object in thiswork. The profits,
denoted as , of a cloud service can be computed by two parameters: the service price (SP) and
the service cost (SC). Service price is the income and the service cost is the expending. We use
a ratio as the description of .
And also quantity of service (QoS) is an important factor, which influences the service price.
Clouds will normalize the services with heterogonous capacities of resources so as to facilitate
the charging. Therefore, QoS in this work is mainly decided by the service time. Extra waiting
will decrease the QoS. To describe this influence, we introduce extra execution cost (EEC). It
is a measure of the service quality. Reducing QoS means generating EEC. And QoS in this
work is mainly decided by the execution time. So, EEC can be treated as a monetized measure
of the time lateness. Providing new resources will also take extra cost. However, users will
only be pleased to pay for CS. Clients will not pay for uncertain charges. Therefore,
minimizing the EEC will directly contribute to minimize the SC [25]. For some certain
workflow, it contributes to maximize the profits. The objective can be described as:
(2)
With equation (1) and (2), we get:
(3)
if the

denotes total resources used in the scheduling and the idle resources will also charge. So
is fully used, the objective can also be described as:
(4)

To get higher for fixed workflow tasks, optimizing scheduling algorithm by minimizing
the NC and EEC while the EC and StC are relatively fixed will make effects. The work in this
paper aims at proposing better workflow scheduling algorithm in task-service level.
Furthermore, the efforts of this work are to reduce the EEC and NC. For data transmission
between different resources will delay the ready time, NC can also be presented in EEC. In the
experiments of this paper, EEC can be regarded as a measure of the execution time.

4. Optimizing the Workflow Scheduling
Some works have pointed out that topologic characteristics besides the critical path will
facilitate the searching of optimal schedule. In this paper, three topologic parameters are
introduced as the out-degree, in-degree and path length [26]. The definitions of these topologic
characteristics are presented as follows.
Definition 1 Degree: the number of edges connecting to the vertex, with loops counted
twice, in a directed graph.
Definition 2 Out-degree: the number of edges coming from the vertex in a directed graph.
Definition 3 In-degree: the number of edges coming to the vertex in a directed graph.
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Definition 4 Path length: the longest distance an object travels in the direction of the edge to
the end vertex in a directed graph.
Although some researchers have found that topologic characteristics can make help on
workflow scheduling, but works on how to make full use of them is still in shortness. In the
DAG, a task with bigger out-degree is more important as it influences more tasks. The lateness
on parent task will lead to the lateness of its child task. So, the higher out-degree a task node
with, the more tasks it influences. For the nodes with bigger in-degree, is decided by the
latest finished task of its parent tasks. There is more risk just as any one of its parent nodes
falling down will lead to its hanging up. So the parent tasks should be finished as early as
possible. However, sometimes, above actions will make no effects at all, because there are
sufficient. And we also introduce path length into the scheduling. Path length is a description
of remaining tasks succeeding the task. For it does not contain the , it is not a precise
description of the remaining time for executing following tasks. Smaller path length leads to
better fault tolerance. It will make effects only when there are too many tasks later. Some other
tactics for instance parallel execution is also helpful to reduce the EEC, especially for the task
with big out-degree. So giving higher priority to these tasks will reduce the EEC. And the
remaining time is also considered in our scheduling. A task with more remaining tasks and
shorter remaining time will be executed with priority.
4.1 Problem Analysis
This section will give analysis on the proposed solution and following assumptions are made
to simplify the analysis. The assumptions are not employed in the experimental evaluation. A
single workflow will employ certain amount of cloud services, which means the fixed
available resources for a workflow. This does not means this work is static scheduling. The
assumption aims at facilitating the description of the proposed solution. This section also
makes assumption that the
for each is one time unit. In a developed DAG, we can split
the to several serial tasks, whose
, with the amount as the value of . So the task,
whose
, can be transformed to n tasks whose
, just as in Fig. 4. It proves that
above assumptions do not exceed the practical applications of the problem and do not change
the kernel of the workflow scheduling problem in clouds.
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Fig. 4. Assumptions for the problem analysis.
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Analysis in this section is established on these assumptions for the sake of simplicity. And
in this section, we assume that the data transmission time is also one time unit as
,
. For the transmission data sizein a workflow is pre-fixed and the environment in a
computing center is generally similar. So we fix the as one time unit is available. It will
make no difference on the performance of proposed workflow scheduling method in
commercial clouds.
With above assumptions, the path length can be computed as the number of tasks from the
node to the end node of workflow. For the sample workflow in Fig. 1, several possible
schedules are tabled as in Fig. 5. Among all these schedules, schedule 2 is the optimum, which
will take the maximal .

Fig. 5. Possible schedules of the sample workflow

Comparing the schedules in Fig. 5 and their topology characteristics tabled as in Table 1,
we try to find the relationships between the optimal schedule and its topology characteristics.
The differences between schedule 1 and schedule 2 begin with the task execution in the second
step. In schedule 1, is executed on , while in schedule 2, is executed on . The main
differences between schedule 2 and 3 is that schedule 2 parallel executes on two resources
of and . In schedule 4, we can improve it for better performance but the NC is bigger than
that in schedule 2. Compared with table 1, has bigger out-degree than . The child node of
, and has bigger in-degree than . To confirm our supposition, we also make analysis
on many other workflows and it proves the relations between the topology parameters and
optimal schedule.
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 1.Topologic characteristics of the sample workflow
In-degree
Out-degree
Path length
0
3
4
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
3
0
0
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4.2 Scheduling Strategies
With above analysis, we set the rules of workflow scheduling as follows:
Rule 1: Execute the task node with bigger out-degree.
Rule 2: Execute the parent nodes of node with bigger input degree.
Rule 3: The node with longer path length has priority.
Rule 4: Execute the task that arrives earlier.
Rule 5: Take parallel execution of big out-degree task on idle resource.
These rules will be employed on the ready tasks and the rule with smaller number has higher
priority. A task under more rules has higher priority. Since the in-degree and out-degree are
both partial topology characters, it is suitable for complex workflows. If a task was scheduled,
we will drop it and renew the workflow topologic information. Likewise, we schedule the
sample workflow with proposed rules. To give a clear description, we take an instance on the
sample workflow as in Fig. 6.
Step

Rule

Scheduling

Step 1

resource 1
resource 2

1
1

Step 2

resource 1
resource 2

1
1

3
4

Step 3

resource 1
resource 2

1
1

3
4

5
6

Step 4

resource 1
resource 2

1
1

3
4

5
6

7
2

Step 5

resource 1
resource 2

1
1

3
4

5
6

7
2

8
9

resource 1
resource 2

1
1

8
6

7

Rule 5

Rule 1,3

4
2
3
5
Schedule 2

Rule 2

Rule 4
10

9

10

Fig. 6. Case study of proposed workflow schduling method on the sample workflow

For the sample workflow, there is only one ready task as when the workflow arrives. And
there are two free resources of and , so we take parallel execution of . After that, there
are three ready tasks as , and . For has the biggest out-degree, so it is executed on .
And for has longer path length than , it is executed by . When and are finished,
there are , , , and waiting. They have the same out-degree and in-degree of their
child tasks. Therefore, we execute and , because of their longer path length than . Then,
and are executed, as arrives earlier than . The resource leisure is because we need to
transmit the data to . It is obviously that the proposed method gets better p, which is the
smallest for all possible schedules, than schedule 2. Therefore, the proposed method presents
to be effective on the sample workflow. And some other cases are also studied, which also
demonstrate that the proposed method perform well for searching the optimal solution for
scheduling the workflows.
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5. The REAL Algorithm
Based on above scheduling tactics, a topology-based workflow scheduling algorithm is
proposed, which named as the REsource Auction aLgorithm (REAL) to solve the problem in
commercial clouds. It is a typical implementation of heuristic method, which can well
appropriate for dealing with big size workflows and practical cloud computing tasks. The
inputs and output are described as in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. I/O of REAL
Input:
Workflow matrix m: the workflow task described as a DAG
Resource amount N: the resource amount provided by clouds
Cost of each cloud operations;
Pre-set priority weight for each rule
Output:
Schedule matrix sm: the schedule generated by REAL

An adjacency matrix is used to describe the workflow. For a workflow G with n tasks, an
n-matrix , the dimensions of which correspond to the tasks, is used. If there is dependent
relation from to , we set
, else set it 0. With the matrix we can easily find the
topologic characteristics of the DAG and operations on the workflow will be more flexible.
The out-degree of equals to the number of 1 in the th row of m. And in-degree of equals
to that in the th column of m. Also, we can get the path length just by scanning m. Another
matrix
is used to describe the schedule. is the number of resources and n is the
maximum time span of scheduling. If we assign resource to task at time k, there is
. If there is no
, set it 0.
The REAL can be divided into three parts: tasks states scanning, resource competition and
end detection. The first part aims at finding the prepared tasks. For the inherent constraints of
workflow, only the ready tasks can be scheduled. Normally, the costs of CR are much bigger
than the NC for the reason of CR would consumes more energy, takes bigger storage space and
enjoys shorter life time. Consequently, REAL mainly focus on the fully use of CR. For each
CR, all ready tasks (ready to execution on the resource) will compete for the resource. Under
the proposed rules, the task with higher priority will be assigned to execute on the resource,
just as the auction in which more powerful one would win the auction. In this paper, we set the
service as the auction goods. And the free resource will be on the auction waiting for
competing. The tasks compete for the goods by their priority generated by the topologic
characteristics. If a task has been executed, it will get out of the auction. Finally, the auction
will be completed when all the tasks are executed. That is what the end detection does.
First, REAL will scan the task states in real time to find which task is prepared for execution.
A task will be prepared for scheduling when all its parent tasks have been completed. The
process is presented as in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Task states scanning
Import: topologic characteristics of workflow
Chair
For each unscheduled
For each
If in-degree of ==0 &&
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State ( )=ready;
Else
State ( )=not ready;
PT= ;
End if
End for
End for

In REAL, each ready task will compete for the free resource. And if there are more than one
resources get free, they will be in the auction by a fixed order. The detailed scheduling process
of REAL is presented as in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. REAL
Import: prepared tasks, topologic characteristics of workflow
Chair
Get the topologic characteristics of prepared tasks;
Task states scanning;
For each prepared
If out-degree>0&& there is extra free resource
Parallel execute , no more than out-degree;
End if
If will miss the deadline
Set
;
End if
Set out-degree of as
;
Set in-degree of as
;
Set path length of as
;
Set arrival time of as
;
;
End for
Set with biggest priority to executed on ;

The weight of each rule can be adjusted by experiments for different backgrounds. In this
paper, we set the weight with 10 times difference to guarantee the priority of each rule. And
these settings are well fitting on the problem assumptions in this paper.

6. Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance, this paper makes the following contributions. First, it designs
a workflow generator, which generates three classic scientific workflows. Secondly, it makes
analysis on the relationship between resource amount and profit under REAL. Based on these
efforts, the paper evaluates the performance of REAL by employing it on different workflows.
Two comparing algorithms are used separately as the critical path algorithm (CPA), which is
mainly focus on the path length, and a developed CPA named ID-CPA. Former work in [2] has
proved that the algorithm of CPA gives a good performance on scheduling the workflows. So
rule 3 is proved to be effective. This work develops the CPA by introducing rule 2 and rule 3 to
guide the scheduling named in-degree and critical path algorithm (ID-CPA). In the
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experiments, we compare the REAL with ID-CP and CPA to evaluate its performance. Finally,
an analysis on the computing complexity of REAL is given to describe the practicability of
REAL. A laboratory cloud environments with seven PCs and structured by the Cloudstack is
used in this experiments. Each PC has two 3.3 GHz CPUs and 4G RAM.
6.1 Workflow generation
Scientific workflow is one kind of important applications in clouds and especially for the
workflow scheduling in commercial clouds. We take three classic scientific workflows [27],
which are Montage, Cybershake and LIGO (in Fig. 7), and one instance workflow shown in
Fig. 1 to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm. The parameters of scientific
workflows used in this section are given as in Table 2.

Fig. 7. Three classic scientific workflows

Workflow
Count:
Topology

Table 2. Parameters of the tested workflows
Montage
Cybershake
LIGO
203
1053
166
mProject:45
Extract-sgt:19
Tmpltbank:34
mDiffFit:107 Seismogram_synthesis:516
Insprial:76
degree:9
PeakValCalC_Okaya:516
Thinca:34

Sample
10

Assumptions

The first three workflows are abstractions of actual workflows. For instance, NASA
employs Montage for the generation custom mosaics of the sky. In this paper, we set task
connection degree as the description of the tasks. Bigger degree promises tighter connection in
workflow. Cybershake is used by the Southern California Earthquake Center to characterize
earthquakes. LIGO is used by the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory to
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analyze galactic binary systems. The instance workflow is abstracted from our research
experience. It is the process of work assignment and results aggregation of lab administrative
affairs.
6.2 The best resource amount
This experiment evaluates the performance by changing the resource amount to test the
relations between resource amount and servicing cost. Some experimental assumptions are set
as:
equals to the path length to the start node; the expected , denoted as
, is 1; the
relationship between and EEC can be computed as
. And this equation is
also used in the following experiments.
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Fig. 8. Experimential results for different resource amount

The experiments on the test workflows with the REAL are conducted fifty times and the
results are shown as in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8, EEC will decrease with the growing of resource
amount by a negative exponential distribution for Montage, Cybershake and LIGO. Smaller
EEC leads to increasing .Meanwhile, providing extra resource will make extra cost in the
process of resource allocation, data communication and resource preparing, which would lead
to diminish . This decreasing relationship between the cost and the resource amount can be
described by a linear function. So, there exist fixed resource amounts, which can generate the
maximum profits. However, this resource amount will differ for different workflows under
different environments.
With the analysis, it is demonstrated that for a single workflow, clouds should provide a
certain number of VMs, which is normally less than the biggest number that tasks requires.
With this method, cloud providers will get the maximum profits.
6.3 Performance for Different Workflows
To apply in practical clouds, an effective workflow scheduling algorithm should present stable,
which is considered as most important, for different workflows. In this experiment, we change
the Montage parameter of degree to simulate different workflows and evaluate the
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performance of proposed algorithm. And also the number of
varies to generate
different size workflows in the experiment. The experimental results are shown as in Fig. 9
and Fig. 10.
In Fig. 9, the structure of Montage changes with the degree. We can see that REAL
generally gives a better performance than the comparing algorithms. The ID-CPA makes little
optimization as the in-degree would only make effects when there are many offspring nodes.
So it demonstrates that rule 1 present more important on optimizing the performance than
other rules. And all these proposed rules can make help on getting the optimal schedule.

Fig. 9. Experimential results for different topologies

In Fig. 10, we increase the value of
in Montage. It can be seen that the EEC
increases with the number by a certain linear coefficient. It shows that the REAL performs
stable for different size workflows. Therefore, it well fits the practical requirements and can be
applied for big size workflows. Above all, the REAL also gives a good performance for the
changes of workflow size.

Fig. 10. Experimential results for different workflow size

On the whole, it comes to the conclusion that the changes of workflow topologic structure
influence the performance of REAL more than the workflow size. We speculate that these
three parameters cannot describe the topologic structure completely. So if employing more
parameters to give a full description on the topologic structure, it is a novel and effective
approach to get the optimal schedule. And also, the proposed REAL method performs prior
than the comparing algorithms.
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6.4 Performance on Computing Time
In this section, the execution time of REAL in former two experiments is studied to evaluate
its performance for commercial clouds. The computing time is an important measure to
evaluate a scheduling algorithm, because it also influences the QoS for clients. Algorithms
with low computing complexity fit the problem of real time scheduling better, which is
especially typical in commercial clouds. And high computing complexity acts like a disaster
for the implementation of scheduling algorithm. It makes the algorithms lose their practical
properties. So, a particular analysis on the computing time of former experiments is made as
follows.
In Fig. 11, we can see that the computing time is almost linear and, for small resource
amount, the computing time is very short. It indicates that the computing complexity of REAL
increases linearly by the resource amount. If the resource amount is bigger, there are more
possible schedules. The scanning space increases exponentially. So the REAL presents a good
performance for the changing resource amount.
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Fig. 11. Computing time of REAL in the experiments of evaluating algorithm performance for
different resource amount

In Fig. 12, we can see that, for different topologies of the same size workflows, the
computing time is steady. The computing time changes linearly by the workflow size. For
large size workflows, it presents challenges to complete the scheduling in linear time. The
results indicate that the REAL can meet to big size challenges well.
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Fig. 12. Computing time of REAL in the experiments of evaluating algorithm performance for
different topogies and workflow size
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On the final, the REAL gives a good performance on workflow scheduling in commercial
clouds. With above experiments, it comes to the conclusion that the topologic characteristics
of out-degree, in-degree and path length indeed can make help on optimizing the scheduling.
And the proposed algorithm, which combines the rules together, gives a good performance on
workflow scheduling under the setting assumptions and shows prior than the comparing
algorithms, which have already been demonstrated to be effective.

7. Conclusion
Cloud computing is going to play an important role in the future. It has been one of the hottest
topics around the world and expected to change the lives of people. This paper describes the
workflow scheduling problem in commercial clouds and gives a detailed formulation on these
issues in cloud environments. Based on former researches, this paper makes efforts on finding
the relationships between topologic characteristics and optimal schedule. To present the
behavior of the proposed solution, the paper gives an instance and analyzes its available
schedules. Based on the analysis, it finds the relationships and proposes a set of rules aiming at
the workflow scheduling problem in clouds. After that, a Resource Auction Algorithm (REAL)
is proposed to execute the workflow scheduling solutions. The algorithm employs the partial
topologic characteristics of workflow to optimize the scheduling. And in the experimental
evaluation, REAL performs well on the searching complexity, especially for big size
workflows and successfully optimize the scheduling, especially for small size workflow.
Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate its performance by changing the workflows
and monitoring the computing time. It proves that REAL can increase the searching efficiency
for optimum schedule with low computing complexity.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
 This paper gives a detailed description on the workflow-scheduling problem in
commercial clouds and formulates it.
 This paper takes the communication into account and takes advantage of the precedent
relation between tasks in workflow to avoid the data communication time, which has
always been ignored.
 This paper proposes a topologic-based workflow-scheduling algorithm, which
employs more topologic characteristics other than the critical path and gives a full
analysis on the proposed solutions.
 Experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance and the experimental results
show the proposed algorithm can well solve the problem. Some novel knowledge is
found through the experiments that it is most profitable to provide a certain amount of
computing resource.
Future works will be done specially for the implementation of workflow services in cloud
computing. Many other conditions should be considered to meet the needs of practical clouds,
for instance uncertain task execution time [28], task emerging, multi-objectives [29], fuzzy
topologic information and so on. For the growing size of workflows, the proposed algorithm
would be developed to meet the challenges. And also, further researches will be done on
analyzing the influence of other topologic characteristics to further optimize the optimum
schedule searching, such as clustering coefficient and so on.
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